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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

PRICE BID 

 

SCHEDULE OF RATES AND SERVICES FOR HANDLING & TRANSPORT 

CONTRACTOR AT FSD   ________________ 
 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 
Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg Upto 50 kg  

PART -1 Receipts Deliveries  
 
1.(a) For unloading foodgrain bags from wagons/  

trucks or any other transport vehicle, and    
stacking the bags in the Shed  on the Plat-  
form/ground or vice-versa as mentioned in  
Clause-XIX, Part 1.1(a)     Rs. 61            Rs. 76           Rs. 114 

 
b)  For unloading foodgrains bags from wagons/ 

trucks/any other transport vehicle and    
directly loading on trucks/any other  
transport vehicles/into wagons as mentioned  

in Clause XIX, Part 1(b)    Rs. 122  Rs. 152          Rs. 228 
 

2. For transporting foodgrains bags to and per hundred quintals per k.m. for net weight(applicable for item no 2 
only)from Railheads to the following godowns as mentioned in Clause-XIX, Part-1(2)  

 
i) First 5 Km.       Rs. 120   Rs. 120   Rs. 120 

 
ii) Subsequent 5 k.m. i.e. for distance more        Rs.84     Rs. 84     Rs. 84 
            than 5 k.ms. upto 10 k.ms. 

 
iii)      For subsequent 10 k.m. i.e. for distance over   Rs.71    Rs. 71    Rs. 71 

10 k.ms. and upto the distance of 20 k.ms. 
 

 iv)        Beyond 20k.m i.e. for distance                     Rs.45           Rs. 45           Rs. 45 
           more than 20 k.ms. upto 50 k.ms. 
 
v)        Beyond 50k.m i.e. for distance                     Rs.36           Rs. 36           Rs. 36 
           more than 50 k.ms. upto 100 k.ms. 

 
N.B. If animal driven carts are used for transport, the  
rates are 25% less. 

3.    For unloading foodgrains bags from wagons  
/trucks/any other transport vehicles, stacking  
them on the platform/ground if necessary,  
carrying by head-loads/change of headload  
or wherever necessary by using hand-trolleys,  
carts etc., and stacking them inside the  
godowns after stacking the bags wherever necessary  
on the platform/ground as mentioned in Clause-XIX, Part-1(3). 

 
i) In the form of conventional stacks :-  
 
(a) Upto 10 high.      Rs. 122   Rs. 152   Rs. 228  
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg Upto 50 kg 
(b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of  
 bags stacked over 10 high).    Rs.146   Rs. 182   Rs. 274  
 
(c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of  
 Bags stacked over 16 high)    Rs. 171   Rs. 213            Rs. 319 
 
(ii) In the form of a side wall or flat storage:-  
 

  (a) Upto 10 high      Rs. 122    Rs. 152   Rs. 228 
 
(b) Upto 16 high (for actual  

Number of bags stacked  
Above 10 high      Rs. 146   Rs. 182   Rs. 274 

 
(c) Upto 20 high (for actual  

number of bags stacked  

         above 16 high                Rs. 171   Rs. 213            Rs. 319 
 

d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
number of bags stacked  

 above 20 high) 
 

3.A For lifting of foodgrain from the weighing scale and  
stacking them on the platform /ground if necessary, 
 carrying them by headload/ change of headloads or 
 wherever necessary by using hand trolleys/carts etc. 
 and stacking them in side the godowns after stacking 
 the bags wherever necessary on platform/ ground  
 

i) In the form of stack  
a. Up to 10 high      Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 
b. Upto 16 high for  

for actual No of bags stacked  
over 10 high)      Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 

c. Upto 20 high(for actual No.  of  
bags stacked over 16 high)    Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 

d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
 

ii) In the form of side wall for flat storage  
 
a. Up to  10high      Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 
b. Up to 16 high (for actual No of bags)  

stacked over 10 high     Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 

c. Upto 20 high (for actual No.  of  
bags stacked over 16 high)    Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
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Tender No          Dated------------ 
 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
        For bags  For bags For bags
        weighing  weighing weighing more 
        Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg than 50 kg 

 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 

 
4. For unloading foodgrains bags 
from wagons /trucks / any 
 other transport vehicles, stacking the 
bags,wherever necessary on the 
platform/ground, carrying the bags 
 to the flat storage pit carrying by head 
loads or change of headloads or where 
necessary by using hand trolleyes, 
 carts etc; cutting open the  mouth of 
the bags and putting the loosegrains 
into the pit including levlling and 
shoveling as mentioned in Clause XIX, 
Part-1(4) 
 
a. For baby bulk pit               Rs. 122    Rs. 152   Rs. 228 

 
b. For regular flat storage pit  
           inside the godowns                         Rs. 146   Rs. 182   Rs. 274 

 
5. For carrying the bags of 
foodgrains from stacks by  headloads or 
change of headloads or wherever 
necessary using hand trolleys carts etc; 
and loading into wagons/trucks/any 
other transport vehicles, or putting them 
in a countable position after stacking the  
bags wherever necessary on the 
platform/ ground as mentioned in 
Clause-XIX, Part-1(5)   

     Rs. 146   Rs. 182   Rs. 274 
 
6. For carrying the foodgrains bags by  
Means of trucks from the railway siding to the 
 godowns exceeding 200 meters situated in the 
 same premises or vice-versa as mentioned in  
Clause-XIX, Part-1(6)      Rs.221   Rs.277   Rs.277 
7. For transporting the foodgrains bags by trucks    Rate is per kilometer per 100 quintals 
     from one godown to another godown/railhead          net weight basis (applicable for item no 7        
      or any other place or vice-versa for                                    only) 
     which rates have not been specifically 
     fixed, as mentioned in Clause-XIX, Part-I (7).   
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more  

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg than 50 kg 
 
  

i) For first 5(five) Km.      Rs. 120   Rs. 120          Rs. 120 
 

ii) Subsequent 5 k.m. i.e. for distance more        Rs.84     Rs. 84            Rs. 84 
            than 5 k.ms. and upto 10 k.ms. 

 
iii) For subsequent 10 k.m. i.e. for distance over   Rs.71           Rs. 71     Rs. 71 

10 k.ms. and upto 20 k.ms. 
 

iv)        Beyond 20k.m i.e. for distance                       Rs.45           Rs. 45           Rs. 45 
           more than 20 k.ms. upto 50 k.ms. 
 
v)        Beyond 50k.m i.e. for distance                      Rs.36           Rs. 36            Rs. 36 
           more than 50 k.ms. upto 100 k.ms. 

 
N.B If animals driven carts are used for  
transport, the rates are 25% less.  
 

8. For weighment of foodgrains  
(as mentioned  in Clause XIX Part-I (8)   Rs. 61       Rs. 76            Rs. 91 
NOTE:-  
Whenever weighment is done in 
conjunction with any other service(s), 
the wieghment charges will be paid in 
addition for the number of bags 
actually weighed, provided always that 
the contractor shall not use his own 
weighing scales, where the same are 
available with the Corporation and the 
contractor shall be liable to pay a hire 
charge per scale per month or part of a 
month as indicated below:-  
 
a) Beam Scale      Rs. 38       Rs. 38            Rs. 38 
 
b) Weighing Machine    Rs. 190           Rs. 190           Rs. 190 

 
9. For removing the foodgrains  bags from the 

stack in the same or any other godowns or  from the  
side wall of a flat storage, cutting open the mouth  
of bags and putting the grains into the flat storage  
including  leveling and shoveling as mentioned in  
Clause-XIX, Part-I(9):- 
 

a) For baby bulk pit       Rs. 122            Rs. 152 Rs. 228  
 
        b) For regular flat storage  
    in side the godown         Rs. 146   Rs. 182 Rs. 274 

 

10. For filling gunnies upto a prescribed Weight 
 the gunnies as mentioned in Clause-XIX, Part-I(10); and 
 
i) Stacking in the same godowns  
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg than 50 kg 
 
a) upto 10 high          Rs. 146   Rs. 182 Rs. 274 
 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked over 10 high)         Rs. 171     Rs. 213           Rs. 319 
 
c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked over 16 high)           Rs. 193  Rs. 243   Rs. 365 
 

d) beyond 20 high (for actual number 
  of bags stacked above 20 high) 

 
OR  

ii) Stacking in another Godown:-  
                    a) upto 10 high                Rs. 171     Rs. 213           Rs. 319 
 

b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  
stacked over 10 high)     Rs. 193    Rs. 243   Rs. 365 
 

c) upto 20  high (for actual number of bags  
Stacked over 16 high)    Rs. 219    Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 

d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
 
OR 

iii) Loading into wagons/trucks/any other  
 Vehicles Or placing bags outside the godowns in a  
 countable Position.     Rs. 193              Rs. 243   Rs. 365 

PART-II- OTHER SERVICES  
 
11*. PHYSICAL VERIFICATION:-  
 

For breaking the stacks, weighing the bags 
 and restacking the bags as mentioned in 
 Clause-XIX, Part-II (11) 

 
i) In the same godowns or outside the godown:-  
a) Upto 10 high      Rs. 146            Rs. 182   Rs. 274 
 
     
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

                               Stacked over 10 high)               Rs. 171     Rs. 213           Rs. 319 
 

 
c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked over 16 high)     Rs. 193   Rs. 243   Rs. 365 
 

d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
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SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 
       For bags  For bags For bags 
       weighing  weighing weighing more  
       Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg than 50 kg 
 
ii) In an other godowns:-  
a) Upto 10 high               Rs. 171    Rs. 213   Rs. 319 
 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

 Stacked over 10 high)   Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 
c) upto 20  high (for actual number of bags  

 Stacked over 16 high )  Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
 
12. STANDARDISATION:-  
 
For standardization of bags as mentioned in Clause-XIX,  
Part-II(12) including:-  
 
i) Stacking in the same godown:- 
 
a) Upto 10 high)                          Rs. 171    Rs. 213   Rs. 319 
 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked over 10 high)   Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 
 
c) upto 20  high (for actual number of bags  

stacked over 16 high)   Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
 
ii) Stacking in another godown:-  
 a) Upto 10 high                         Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 

 
     
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of  
            bags stacked over 10 high)                        Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 
c) upto 20  high (for actual number of  
 bags stacked over 16 high)    Rs. 243   Rs. 304   Rs. 455  

 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 
 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg 50 kg 
 

OR 
iii) Loading into wagons/trucks/any other  

vehicles or placing the foodgrains bags  
outside the godown in a countable position.  Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 

13. For filling gunnies with loose grains upto a 
prescribed weight and stitching the gunnies as  
mentioned in Clause-XIX, Part-II (13), and  
 

i. Stacking in the same godown:-  
 

                    a) Upto 10 high       Rs. 171    Rs. 213   Rs. 319 
 

 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked  over 10 high)     Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 
 

c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags  

                                Stacked  over 16 high)     Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 

d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
 

ii) Stacking in another godown:-  
 
                    a)        Upto 10 high      Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 

 

 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked over 10 high)     Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 
c) Upto 20  high (for actual number of   
 Bags stacked over 16 high)   Rs. 243   Rs. 304   Rs. 455 
 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
 
OR 
iii) Loading into wagons/trucks/any other  

Vehicles or placing the foodgrains bags  
 Outside the godown in a countable position  Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 
 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg 50 kg 
 
14.  CLEANING:-  

 
For carrying the bags from stacks in the godown  
(or from any other place in the godown premises)  
weighing  them, passing the contents through sieves  
or cleaning machines, filling the cleaned grains  
into the bags upto a prescribed weight,  stitching  
the bags and then  stacking as mentioned in 
Clause-XIX, Part-II (14):- 
 

a) Upto 10 high      Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 
    
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked  over 10 high)     Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 

c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags  
Stacked  over 16 high)     Rs. 243   Rs. 304   Rs. 455 

 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  

 above 20 high) 
OR 
iii) Loading into wagons/trucks/any other  

Vehicles or placing the foodgrains bags  
Outside the godown in a countable position    Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 

15. DRYING:-  
 

For carrying the foodgrains bags from the stacks or  
anywhere in the godown premises, cutting open  
the mouth of bags, spreading out the foodgrains  
and after drying filling the loose grains into empty 
gunnies upto a prescribed weight, stitching the 
bags and then stacking the bags  in the same 
 or another godown as mentioned in 
 Clause-XIX Part-II(15):- 

 
a) Upto 10 high      Rs. 193   Rs. 243    Rs. 365 
     
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked  over 10 high)     Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
 

c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags  
Stacked  over 16 high)     Rs. 243   Rs. 304   Rs. 455 
 

 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  

 above 20 high) 
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg 50 kg 
 

OR 
iii) Loading into wagons/trucks/any other  

Vehicles or placing the foodgrains bags  
Outside the godown in a countable position Rs. 219   Rs. 274   Rs. 409 
  

16. For rebagging contents of unserviceable Bags 
 of loose grains into bags to a prescribed Weight and 

stacking in the godown  as mentioned in Clause-XIX,  
 Part-II(16) 
 
a) Upto 10 high      Rs.171    Rs.213   Rs.319 
 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  
 stacked  over 10 high)     Rs.193   Rs.243    Rs.365 
c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags  
 Stacked  over 16 high)     Rs.219   Rs.274   Rs.409 
 
 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
OR 
 
(e) Loading into wagons/trucks/any other  

Vehicles or placing the foodgrains bags  
 Outside the godown in a countable position Rs.193   Rs.243    Rs.365 
   
17. Additional charges for unloading/loading of 

open wagons as mentioned in Clause-XIX Part-II(17) Rs.24       Rs.30  Rs. 46 
 

18. Additional charges for unloading/loading  
of Box wagons as mentioned in Clause-XIX  
Part-II (18)                 Rs.49         Rs.61 Rs.91   

 
19. For breaking the stacks and restacking as  

mentioned in Clause-XIX, Part-II (19):     
 

i. Stacking in the same godown:-  
a) Upto 10 high      Rs.97           Rs.122    Rs.182 
     
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags            Rs.116           Rs.144    Rs.228 

stacked  over 10 high)      
 

c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags            Rs.146   Rs.182    Rs.274 
Stacked  over 16 high)      
 

d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  

 above 20 high) 
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 
 

         
 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg 50 kg 
 

ii) in another godown:-  
a) Upto 10 high      Rs.122    Rs.152   Rs.228 
 
 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked over 10 high)     Rs.146   Rs.182    Rs.274 
 

 
c) Upto 20 high (for actual number of   
     bags stacked over 16 high)              Rs.171    Rs.213   Rs.319 
 

 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  

 above 20 high) 
 

19.A For breaking the stack, bringing 
the bags of food grains upto scale point  
weighment.      Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 

 
20.       Removing/collecting scattered bags of  

foodgrainss and stacking them as mentioned  
in Clause-XIX, Part-II(20):-      
 

a)       Upto 10 high                Rs.72           Rs.91      Rs.137 
  

b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  
stacked  over 10 high)     Rs.97           Rs.122    Rs.182 

 
c) upto 20  high (for actual number of bags  
 Stacked  over 16 high)    Rs.122   Rs.152   Rs. 228 
 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  
 above 20 high) 
 
21. Removing /collecting empty bags, Bundling         Rs. 36  Rs.46     Rs.46 

them as stacking the bundles in the godowns as  
mentioned in Clause-XIX   Part-II(21).     
 

22.        For stenciling of bags as mentioned              Rs. 36      Rs.46     Rs.46 
in Clause-XIX, Part-II(22)       
 

23.        For trucks supplied for waraferi with two 
warners as mentioned in Clause-XIX, Part-II(23). 
 

a) For full day over 5 hours    Rs.1260 Rs. 1260      Rs. 1260 
 

b) For half day upto 5 hours   Rs. 882   Rs. 882        Rs. 882   
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

SL No   Description of services     RATE PER HUNDRED BAGS 
 

For bags  For bags For bags 
weighing  weighing weighing more than 

         Upto 40 kg Upto 50 kg 50 kg 
 
24. For supply of casual labour as  

mentioned in Clause XIX Part II(24)  
 

A.i) Male/Female labour per head per day  
 
ii) Male/Female labour per head per half day  

(upto 5 hours)  
 

iii) Male labour per head per night    Wage as fixed by appropriate authority  
        from time to time (Flat rates) 
 
25.(i) (a)  Loading of crates.     Rs.   228       Rs.228         Rs. 228  

 
(b) Unloading and stacking crates.   Rs.   228      Rs.228          Rs. 228 
 

(ii) (a)  Loading of  Tarpaulins/gunny bales  
or fumigation covers     Rs.   1139     Rs. 1139       Rs.1139 
(b) Unloading and stacking of Tarpaulins  
or gunny bales or fumigation covers  Rs.   1139      Rs. 1139      Rs. 1139 
 

26. For carrying the food grains in the bags from 
anywhere in the godown premises, cutting open the  
mouth of the bags, pouring out the contents on floor/  
tarpaulin, making heap/palla, mixing or blending  
thoroughly to present desire quality, filling the grains  
in the bags to prescribed weighment, stitching the  
bags (with atleast 16 stitches ) and stacking. 

 
 
a) Upto 10 high      Rs.193   Rs.243    Rs.365 
 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags  

stacked  over 10 high)     Rs.219   Rs.274   Rs.409 
 

                    c)        Upto 20 high (for actual number of bags            
 Stacked  over 16 high)                                  Rs.243   Rs.304   Rs.455 

 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
 number of bags stacked  

    above 20 high) 
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Tender No           Dated------------ 

 
27. For unloading paddy bags in the premises 

from any transport vehicles /truck /carts and carrying  
them by head load / change of head load after cutting  
open the mouth of bags and  feeding par-boilling  
tank dryer/silos/pits of the mills.     Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 

 
28.      For unloading paddy bags in the premises 

stacking the bags near the par-boiling tank/dryer  
silos/pits of the mills.      Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 

 
29.      For removing the bags from the stack near  

the par -boiling Tank/dryer pit/silos/pit of  the mill  
and after cutting open the mouth of  bags feed  
parboiling tank /dryer/silos.     Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 

 
30.     For collecting and filling the food grain  

produced by MRM viz. Rice/Nakoo/ Bran into  
empty gunnies upto prescribed Weight,  
weighing stitching the bags (with atleast 16 stitches)  
and  

 
i)        Stacking the bags in the attached godowns or  

 outside the godown/dryer shed in a countable position. 
 
a) Upto 10 high       Rs.  Rs.  Rs.  
  
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of bags   
  stacked  over 10 high)      Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 
c) upt0 20  high (for actual number of bags  

  Stacked  over 16 high)     Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
  number of bags stacked  
  above 20 high) 
  
ii) Stacking the bags in a godown other than 
  the attached godown of the Rice Mill but with in the  
  premises of the depot in which the MRM is situated. 
 
a) Upto 10 high       Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 
b) Upto 16 high (for actual number of  
  bags stacked over 10 high)     Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 

 
c) upto 20  high (for actual number of  
  bags stacked over 16 high)     Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
 
d) beyond 20 high (for actual  
  number of bags stacked  
  above 20 high) 
 
iii) Loading/delivery of bags as directed    Rs.  Rs.  Rs. 
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31. For removing husk / ashes of the husk from the mill  

premises to a described place away from the mill    
Dump/dispose the husk with permission of public  
Health Municipal Authority 
  

 
 

NOTE :  The rate of transport of foodgrains quoted in preceding schedules for items 2, 6 & 7 is 
 subject to the following terms and conditions:-  

 
1. The rate for transport of foodgrains etc. is on the basis of net weight of foodgrains which 

includes all taxes, duties, cess etc. except Goods and Service Tax. GST will be paid extra, if 
applicable. 
 

2. No  separate  remuneration  will  be  payable  for  part  of  gunnies  as  the  remuneration  
therefore  shall  be  deemed  to  be  included  in  the  rates  for  transport  of  net  weight  of 
foodgrains.  
 

3. The  transport  charges  are  payable  for  the  distance  covered  by loaded  lorries  /  any 
other vehicle and not for distances covered on return journey or from garage to place of 
loading or  back  to  garage.   Payment  on  net  weight  basis  envisaged  in  the  note  above  
applies  to handling operations also.  
 

4. Transport  charges  shall  be  payable  for  1  kilometer  when  the  distances  covered  by  a  
loaded/lorry/any other  vehicle  per  trip  is  less  than  one  kilometer,  for  distance  over   
one kilometer per trip, the distance covered by a lorry/any other vehicle shall in all cases be 
rounded off to the nearest 0.50 kms. (applicable to item -7).  
 

5. The  distance  will  be  reckoned  as  fixed  by  the  Chief  Engineer  PWD  or  any  officer  
nominated  by him  or  by the General  Manager Food Corporation of India or checked by  an 
officer acting on his behalf  rounded off to the nearest 0.50 kms (applicable to item-7).  
 

6. No  compensation  shall  be  admissible  to  the  contractor  in  respect  of  the  detention  of 
trucks/any   other   vehicle   at   godowns,   railway   goodshed/railway   siding   or   any   
other loading/unloading  point(s)  or  any  other  place(s)  unless  such  detention  be  of  
extra-ordinary kind and the decision of the General Manager, Food Corporation of India on all 
such claims shall be final both as regards the admissibility and an amount, if any, of the  
compensation.  

 
7. No compensation shall be admissible to the contractor on account of non-availability of  work  

sufficient  to  engage  the  number  of  trucks  /  carts/or  any  other  vehicles/labour specified 
in any programme issued by the General Manager, Food Corporation of India or an officer 
acting on his behalf.  

 
8. The weight of bags of foodgrains etc. loaded/unloaded into from trucks/carts/or any other 

vehicles  /  wagons  at  the  Railway  siding/Railway  goodshed/godowns/other  loading  and 
unloading  point(s),  shall  be  worked  out  on  the  basis  of  cent  per  cent  weighment,  if  
the bags   are   non-standardized,   and   on   a   check   weighment   of   percentage   of   
bags   not exceeding 10 per cent, if the bags are standardized, before being loaded/unloaded.    
The representative of the contractor shall be present at the time of checking of weights at the 
loading/unloading points etc. 
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

 
  
 

9. The rates for item 6 of the schedule of the rates is applicable to the godowns situated at a 
considerable  distance  from  the  Railway  siding  in  the  same  premises  which  have  
been indicated in the invitation to tender (under place of operation) titled General 
Information. This  rate includes  the remuneration for loading into and unloading from  
trucks and will be  paid  in  addition  to  the  rate  fixed  for  service  item  no.  3  or  4  or  
5,  when  the  General  Manager  is  satisfied  that  the  trucks  are  actually engaged  for  
carrying the  bags from the railway siding.  The decision of the General Manager regarding 
the admissibility of this claim shall be final and binding on the contractor. 

 
 

 

NOTE NO. 1.  

 

  No  Charges  other  than  those  mentioned  above  shall  be  payable  in  respect  of  the  

services described in parts-I and II of the schedule of the services or any other duties, services and 

operations which are auxiliary and/or incidental to the principal services.  

 

NOTE NO. 2.  

 

       In case of bags of weight upto 42 Kg and 52 Kg, the same rates will be applicable for handling 

operations as that of bags of weight of 40 Kg and 50 Kg respectively. 
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 Tender No           Dated------------ 

 

        APPENDIX - VII  

 
i) Full name and address _______________________ 

 _______________________ 

ii) Telephone/Mobile no. ________________________ 

 

From :-  

___________________________________  

___________________________________  

___________________________________  

 

To  

General Manager  

Food Corporation of India  

___________________  

 

Dear Sir,  

 

1. I/we submit the PRICE BID for appointment as loading/unloading/handling and transport 

etc. contractor at Food Corporation of India depot/godowns at ------------------  

 

2. I/We have thoroughly examined and understood instructions to tenderers. Terms and 

conditions of contract as given in the invitation to tender titled as General Information to 

tenderer and those contained in general conditions of contract and its annexure, 

appendixes, and schedules and agree to abide by them.   

 

3. I/We offer to work on following rates which includes all taxes, duties, cess etc. except 

Goods and Service Tax. 

 

i) At the rates given in the schedule of rates for services, or  

ii) At..per cent (..) (Indicate percentage in words) above the  

rates given in the schedule of rate for services, or  

iii) Atper cent (. )(indicate percentage in words) below the rates 

given in the schedule of rates for services, and it is confirmed that no other charges 

would be payable to me/us.  

 

Yours faithfully, 
 

 
     Signature of tenderer  

        Capacity in which signing 

 Signature of constituted attorney  

 
Name:  

Address:  

Date:  

Name, date of birth:  

 

And address of attorney:-  

 

Signature of witness with date:  

 

Name and address of witness.  

 


